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THE SHOE THAT 
MOVES YOU
These shoes are different. More natural, more 
powerful than the sneakers you have known 
before. Take any UYN® shoe and you’ll see 
what we mean. The secret lies in its complex 
construction. The fully knitted, double layer 
construction, keeps wool on your skin and 
technology outside. You walk on nature, 
wherever you are going.   Highly elastic and 
stable at the same time. So soft and strong, 
directly convincing. Lightness and temperature 
regulation exceed all your expectations.  High 
performance paired with high aestetics.

THIS IS ALL YOU NEED. 



With UYN shoes we have put nature at your feet 
because we believe that there is nothing more 
powerful than natural fibres. Pure MERINO wool 
and exclusive NATEX maintain the temperature 
of your feet constant and provide an antibacterial 
effect. No sweat, no smell.

Due to UYN®’s revolutionary production method  
combined with the Conflex Yarn, individual zones 
such as heel, toe and sides may be partially stiff-
ened, while the other parts of the shoe retain 
their extreme elasticity. 

These shoes are developed on the idea that there 
is always a better way. From the materials we 
choose, to where we build our products, we al-
ways look though the lens of product philosophy, 
responsible manufacturing, and community en-
gagement. 

Asola, a small town south of Lake Garda, is where 
UYN® shoes get built. From the smallest thread 
to the finished product: Sustainable innovation 
means to us not to turn every cent, we need to do 
it the right way. In the end, it’s worth it.

NATURAL & ANTIBACTERIAL 

ECO-FRIENDLY 

MADE IN ITALY 

FLEXIBILITY-AND-HOLD



H A L O F L E X 
K N I T
PA C K E D  W I T H  T E C H N O L O G Y.

Haloflex shoes, produced without seams, fit every foot perfectly. The 3D knitted
technology enables the complete shoe upper, including the sole zone, to be produced
as one piece. In this way, specific areas can be equipped with different structures
and therefore different functions. This opens up completely new possibilities
in shoe development. Individual zones such as heel, toe and sides may be partially
stiffened while the other parts of the shoe retain their extreme elasticity.



MADE IN ITALY 

We have a goal, which is also our reason 
to exist: to create unique products never 
made before, disruptive innovations that can 
revolutionize the market. We have the ambition 
to succeed thanks to our long experience in 
the functional clothing sector, to an internal 
and groundbreaking production system, to 
an unparalleled research and development 
department. We are proud to carry out 
every phase, from the initial idea to the 
prototyping and marketing of the product, in 
our Headquarters in Asola, in the province of 
Mantua.

FIRST IN INNOVATION



RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

AREAS - Academy for Research and 
Engineering in Apparel and Sport is a 
modern 3500 sqm laboratory equipped with 
sophisticated equipment (including a climatic 
cell, a thermal dummy and a 3D body scanner) 
for product study and testing. AREAS also 
conducts functional tests on athletes in 
partnership with CeRiSM (Research Centre 
„Sport, Mountain and Health“) of the University 
of Verona. The data collected make it possible 
to create truly innovative products with 
increasingly high levels of performance.

WHERE THE FUTURE IS BORN

T E S T E D  A N D 
A P P R O V E D  BY



S U S TA I N A B L E 
I N N O V AT I O N
T H E  F U T U R E  O F  P E R F O R M A N C E ,  T O D A Y .  
 
We believe in change, because change, especially now, is necessary. By making 
choices that consider the long term, we have created a product from the ground 
up that will benefit you while minimizing the impact on the environment. 
Welcome a new era of performance shoes. Lets start with the inside. We 
focused on what you wear next to your skin: merino wool. UYN® shoes are 
breathable, temperature regulating and odor resistant. Every component on the 
shoe is there for a specific reason. No decorative elements, no oversized painted 
foams and no unnecessary details.  
Only what you need. Nothing less, nothing more.



COMMITTED TO  
A GREENER WORLD.

We do that not only by creating unique and innovative 
products, but also by respecting every element of the 
environment: water, air, earth. That’s why our team, 
coordinated by an environmental engineer, spends every day 
studying increasingly eco-compatible solutions. Sustainability 
is our definitive mission. It holds the highest value for us.

WE WORK WITH A SINGLE 
GOAL IN MIND: TO MAKE THE 
WORLD A BETTER PLACE.

WATER 
SAVING OUR SEAS FROM 

MICROPLASTICS

AIR
WE USE ONLY  

CLEAN ENERGY

EARTH
WE PROMOTE CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY



Conventional natural fibres show their limitations in terms of function. 
NATEX was developed to remove these limitations. UYN® lets nature 
work for your well-being. NATEX is particularly light and reduces the 
weight of the fabric by 25%. Compared to nylon, the drying time is up 
to 50% faster. The fibre is 100% natural, making it more elastic and 
minimising odours through a bacteriostatic effect.

NATEX:
100 % NATURAL.
100 % FUNCTIONAL.



SOFT, WARM  
AND BREATHABLE

MERINO 
WOOL

Merino wool is famous for its minimal weight and seductively soft 
feeling on the skin. UYN further optimizes these outstanding material 
characteristics through a special manufacturing technology to achieve a 
pleasantly soft and a quick drying result.

MULESING FREE: We only use Merinowool from South Africa, where 
the cruel practice of mulesling (a process during which parts of a 
sheep’s bends are cut off) is illegal.



B r e a t h a b l eA n t i b a c t e r i a l 
N a t e x

S t a b i l i t y  
C o n t r o l  B l a d e

H o o f  H e e l  S o l e A c t i v e  S t r e t c h

U l t r a l i g h t B a r e f o o tTe m p e r a t u r e  
R e g u l a t i n g

M a c h i n e  
W a s h a b l e 

M e r i n o  I n s i d e

N o  S w e a t N o  S m e l lS t r o n g H e e l  F r a m eW a t e r  R e s i s t a n t

E c o - F r i e n d l y M a d e  i n  I t a l yS l i p - O n Q u i c k  D r y i n g R e m o v a b l e  
M e r i n o  I n - S o l e

UYN® SHOES
CORE FEATURES



A lightweight foam specifically engineered for performance shoes. Perfectly 
comfortable, it has a light sole inside for a highly responsive cushioning. Whether 
you’re walking, running or just going to work – this shoe has you covered. 

Shock absorption that doesn‘t slow you down. When you touch the ground with your 
heel the HOOF HEEL elements cushion the vertical forces by spreading horizontally. 
This ensures a soft landing and start getting you ready to move forward.

Thanks to the innovative and clever design the HOOF HEEL elements, cushioning is 
achieved through the shape and not only through the material.

SOLE. 
CELL-COMB. 



When running, the first contact with the ground causes impact forces 
on the body. The U-Control Sole absorbs these forces – supported by 
the EVA material and structure of the entire midsole. While keeping 
the sole flexible, responsive, low-abrasion rubber U-shaped elements 
cushion the impact of the road. Full control with every step.

UYN®

U-CONTROL SOLE



NATURE TUNE 
VIBRAM SHOES
The evolution of the iconic UYN NATURE, with the addition of the new 
VIBRAM CHRONO sole for a smoother and more comfortable walk. The 
ultra-light and flexible 3 cm midsole increases cushioning. The rubber 
tread ensures the right traction on all terrains.



U-GRIP SOLE
THE NEW BASE FOR YOUR 
ADVENTURES
The base of our award-winning U-CONTROL sole, with additional 
features that make it high-performance even on uneven terrain 
and wet surfaces. The rubber tread has a larger width and deeper 
lugs for greater stability. Adaptive Lugs that extend laterally 
change their shape to adapt to the irregularities of the ground, 
increasing traction. For the midsole, we used a low-density EVA 
resulting in a greater rebound effect and outstanding comfort. The 
heel design helps to absorb impact forces and return energy with 
every step.

ADAPTIVE LUGS



HEMP INSOLE

MERINO 
WOOL INSOLE

Hemp fabric is made using fibers from the stalks of the 
Cannabis sativa, a plant that has been recognized as 
a source of extraordinary durable textile fibers highly 
resistant to pilling. At the same time it provides excellent 
ventilation, moisture absorption and a bacteriostatic effect. 
Hemp insole cools your feet in summer and keeps the skin 
dry.

The insole is a fundamental part of the shoe because it 
is directly in contact with your foot. The upper side of our 
insole is made of pure Merino wool to make it exceptionally 
soft, breathable and comfortable. Merino insole has a 
temperature-balancing effect providing an optimal climate 
in your shoe. 

EVERY DETAIL COUNT

REGULATES TEMPERATURE 
NATURALLY



WATER REPELLENT.
WITH EVERY MOVE. 
Thanks to the unique way in which they are produced, UYN® shoes 
are water repellent. Due to the innovative combination of the dual 
material construction, the material resists water yet remains 
breathable. Entirely without a membrane. A development that is not 
just an achievement for us but for the environment, too. 



Brea thab l eE l a s t i cWate rp roo fW indp roo f I n su l a t i n g

3D KNIT

HIGH-ELASTIC MEMBRANE

MEMBRAIN 115
THE INTELLIGENT MEMBRANE 
A new membrane that feels and thinks as you do. Membrain115 is 
extremely flexible and adapts perfectly to your body’s movement. 
Thanks to its structure, it is also waterproof yet breathable, windproof 
and durable.

BREATHABILITY AND PROTECTION 
Membrane 115 is a smart membrane with high-functional added value 
and 115% feel-good factor. It supports your body during all activities 
and ensures perfect body temperature regulation.

COMFORT AND ELASTICITY 
Membrain115 sets completely new standards in terms of elasticity 
and wearing comfort. It can be applied to a 3D knitted structure to 
create an innovative material – flexible, high-performance and without 
annoying seams.



PAPER COTTON YARN 
LIGHT, FRESH, NATURAL

Paper cotton is a 100% plant-based technical yarn 
with amazing active performances. It is derived from 
Manila hemp, following the traditional Japanese 
“Washi” paper making process, and blended with 
cotton to increase lightness and freshness.



ECOLYPT YARN 
EUCALYPTUS WOOD HAS NEVER
BEEN SO COMFORTABLE
The wood obtained from Eucalyptus trees becomes ECOLYPT, a 
100% sustainable natural fiber with exceptional properties. The 
characteristics of the pulp of the wood from which it is obtained give 
ECOLYPT strength and great elasticity.

Its structure is composed of very small hydrophilic fibers that absorb 
up to 50% more moisture than cotton. In addition, the fiber is highly 
breathable, minimizes the formation of odors and thanks to its 
temperature regulating properties is able to provide a cooling effect in 
hot temperatures and warm in cold days.

The entire production process of ECOLYPT fiber is characterized by 
a closed loop: all water and enzymes are recovered and reused in a 
further production process.



SKIPPER
SHOES 
Flexibility and protection for sea adventures Get ready to weigh 
anchor with the UYN SKIPPER, the nautical-inspired model that is 
perfect for trips out to sea.
The shoe features a special declination of our high-performance 
U-CONTROL sole with an EVA tread that doesn’t leave sings on the 
surface once you step aboard. In addition, UYN SKIPPER‘s special 
TUNE LACES made of recycled microfiber lends metal eyelets that 
provide extra lacing support and won‘t rust in contact with water.

The inside of the upper is made of Natex, the organic fiber derived 
from castor beans that is 25% lighter and dries 50% faster than 
traditional nylon. While the HI-FORCE yarn, light and elastic, 
guarantees great resistance to wear and tear. On the inside, UYN 
SKIPPER features the innovative ADAPTIVE SHIELD that makes the 
shoe extremely flexible and creates additional moisture protection 
in the space between the upper and the sole.



FLEXIBILITY + 20% 
The shoe adapts to the natural movement of the foot and re-
turns energy with each step

WEIGHT -20% 
Even more comfort and lightness to your feet

WATER REPELLENT
The water slides on the surface of the upper and 
does not penetrate the most exposed areas

REBOUND SHIELD 
Internal structure patented by UYN that provides 
the shoe with extremely high performance

WATER
REPELLENT



WE DON’T
JUST WANT TO
TELL STORIES.  
WE WANT TO
MAKE HISTORY.

THE MOST 
AWARDED  
BRAND


